IMPROVE THREAT VISIBILITY
AND RESPONSE

Enterprise security breaches are becoming so common that they are almost considered inevitable. We are not winning, so it's time to change tactics. Using Tevora's innovative Threat Intelligence Management Program, your organization can successfully manage the risk of advanced threats while measuring against established Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Our Threat Intelligence Management Program provides actionable metrics on information security effectiveness, delivering:

› Past, present and predictable future data breach risks insights
› Measured responses to indicators of attack and compromise
› A single source for all threat intelligence needs

THREAT INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT

Tevora’s Threat Intelligence Management Program spans four phases:

1. ASSESS
   › Measure the ability to detect, control and respond to advanced threats
   › Conduct attack simulation events to measure an organization’s response capabilities
   › Discover available data sources for detecting threats

2. PLAN
   › Establish a program development plan
   › Evaluate solutions that fill gaps in the organization’s ability to address advanced threats

3. BUILD
   › Deploy advanced threat detection and response solutions
   › Aggregate all available data into a single source encompassing the entire threat management lifecycle

4. RUN
   › Provide training to allow your personnel to confidently maintain and expand the use of the Threat Intelligence Management Program
   › Deliver threat-dwell time reports and metrics to your management team